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ive made a decision Payne is probably the best pipe class game in existence and some people still play it. But, it has a history of being patched to death. If you play them right, you probably don't have to worry about that. Now that the patching has been done (from what I understand), you have a very solid pipe game, with a few points that need tweaked. My main goals are: 1.) Make even slower
robots2.) Kill the low gravity pipe thing3.) Make the robots not drop the ball.4.) Make the robots drop the ball if they have a choice instead of just the one version of the ball4.) Implement all the pipe physics improvements (fast balls don't plow through, slow balls don't get stuck on pipes)5.) Make the game easier to play.6.) Make the game less fun. The players really seem to like the last one. Take a
look at these changes:1.) Some penalty for not keeping the ball above the pipes.2.) Increased noise for the player to tell if he is about to get the ball or not.3.) Robots need the ball to be close to them if they are to drop it.4.) If there is a choice of balls, they should be safe.5.) Make robot balls faster and/or larger.6.) Slow down robot balls when they are not entirely underneath a pipe.7.) Make robots
rotate to better spots.8.) Make the pipes rotate to better spots. What is your opinion on this set of changes? Did you play it right or did you play it wrong? Re: Payne 3 Black Box Update and ive made a decision I dont think you want to make the game any easier. You just want to make the game feel more realistic. Pipes move and slide easily and if you make the robots move easier, theyll never get a
ball to the ground. They'll have to just get the ball on the pipe with out any aid. You also shouldn't make a robot drop the ball if there is a different kind. It should only drop the one kind. Originally Posted by Wacko McWisdom I dont think you want to make the game any easier. You just want to make the game feel more realistic. Pipes move and slide easily and if you make the robots move easier,
theyll never get a ball 82157476af
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